Statistical imputation of genotype data is an important statistical technique that uses patterns of linkage disequilibrium observed in a reference set of haplotypes to computationally predict genetic variants in silico 1 . Currently, the most popular reference sets are the publicly available International HapMap 2 and 1000 Genomes data sets 3 . Although these resources are valuable for imputing a sizeable fraction of common SNPs, they may not be optimal for imputing data for the next generation of genome-wide association studies (GWAS) and SNP arrays, which explore a fraction of uncommon variants.
We have built a new resource for the imputation of SNPs for existing and future GWAS, known as the Division of Cancer Epidemiology and Genetics (DCEG) Reference Set. The data set has genotypes for cancer-free individuals, including 728 of European ancestry from three large prospectively sampled studies [4] [5] [6] , 98 AfricanAmerican individuals from the Prostate, Lung, Colon and Ovary Cancer Screening Trial (PLCO), 74 Chinese individuals from a clinical trial in Shanxi, China (SHNX) 7 and 349 individuals from the HapMap Project ( Table 1) . The final harmonized data set includes 2.8 million autosomal polymorphic SNPs for 1,249 individuals after rigorous quality control metrics were applied (see Supplementary Methods and Supplementary  Tables 1 and 2) .
We compared the imputation performance of the DCEG Reference Set to that of the International HapMap and 1000 Genomes reference sets, which are available from the IMPUTE2 website (see URLs). We assessed imputation accuracy by taking directly genotyped SNP data from the DCEG Reference Set and masking subsets to simulate data from two low-cost commercial genotyping arrays commonly used in GWAS studies (Illumina Human Hap660 and Human OmniExpress). Probabilistic genotypes were imputed using both IMPUTE2 (ref. 8 ) and BEAGLE 9 software and compared with the masked genotyped SNPs. Accuracy was measured using the squared Pearson correlation coefficient (R 2 ) under an allelic dosage model (see Supplementary Methods). Using the new reference set, we observed higher imputation accuracy than that achieved with the combination of 1000 Genomes and HapMap data across a spectrum of minor allele frequencies (MAFs) (Fig. 1) . Accuracy in individuals of European ancestry imputed from Hap660 or OmniExpress arrays, measured by the proportion of variants imputed with R 2 > 0.8, improved by 34%, 23% and 12% for variants with MAFs of 3%, 5% and 10%, respectively. We estimated the difference in power to detect associations in GWAS design between an imputed data set and one composed of directly genotyped SNPs with the DCEG Reference Set by adapting a model developed by Park et al. 10 . When using Hap660 data for imputation, we observed detection rates of 92.9% when imputing with the DCEG Reference Set and 84.7% with the 1000 Genomes and HapMap reference sets relative to the detection rate attained with directly genotyped SNPs; for OmniExpress data, we observed detection rates of 93.9% and 86.2% for these reference sets, respectively.
Because imputation accuracy depends on the similarity of haplotypes between reference and study populations, we examined an extreme scenario in which we used a reference population from Finland (Alpha-Tocopherol, Beta-Carotene Cancer Prevention Study, ATBC) to impute genotypes using OmniExpress data from a US population of European ancestry (PLCO) (Supplementary Fig. 1 ). For common SNPs, there was minimal loss of imputation accuracy when using the reference population from Finland relative to the US-based Cancer Prevention Study II (CPSII) or a combined population of HapMap individuals from Utah of Northern and Western European ancestry (CEU) and from northern Italy (Toscans in Italy, TSI). This result suggests that, for common variants, a reference set of sufficient size can adequately predict common SNPs when there is a discrepancy in population ancestry, provided that comparable haplotypes are sufficiently represented. This observation should enable investigators to proceed more confidently with imputation without additional genotyping in related but not identical populations.
Improved imputation of common and uncommon snps with a new reference set Figure 1 Imputation accuracy for individuals of European ancestry with the DCEG Reference Set and publicly available reference sets. The proportion of SNPs with allelic dosage R 2 > 0.8 by MAF is shown on the log scale to emphasize differences at smaller values. Red lines show imputation of Hap660 data, and blue lines show imputation of OmniExpress data. Solid lines, imputation using the DCEG Reference Set; dashed lines, imputation using the 1000 Genomes plus HapMap 3 reference sets. Although the current build of the DCEG Reference Set is primarily intended for use in European populations, we tested the accuracy of imputing OmniExpress data on an African-American sample set 11 ( Supplementary Figs. 2 and 3) , finding that the accuracy was lower than with the European samples but still superior to the publicly available reference data for African-American populations. We attribute the lower accuracy to the relatively small number of individuals of African descent in the reference panels, although we observed that adding a sufficiently large sample set of individuals of European background could improve imputation in AfricanAmericans. Although frequencies of variants may differ among population groups and subpopulations, our findings suggest that genotype imputation is relatively robust to these differences provided that a sufficient number of matching haplotypes are found in the reference data. These results could have an impact on the design of future studies in other populations with distinct substructures.
We compared imputation performance using OmniExpress data from individuals of European background with a reference data set that combined the DCEG Reference Set and the 1000 Genomes and HapMap data, but we observed no increase in accuracy over that achieved using the DCEG Reference Set alone. One explanation for the lack of improvement is that SNP array and sequencing data have distinct patterns of nonrandom errors. Although suboptimal for imputation, it may be necessary to preserve these errors when combining directly genotyped and imputed data in order to recapitulate the patterns of differential misclassification and perhaps retain statistical validity for association testing. Thus, SNP array data should be superior for the imputation of genotypes obtained from SNP arrays, although not necessarily superior at imputing the true genotypes. Low-pass sequencing data may capture more variants, but the cumulative effects of both higher false positive and false negative rates may also decrease imputation accuracy.
The DCEG Reference Set should be a valuable resource for the next generation of GWAS with denser assays that include uncommon variants, and it should enable investigators to conduct meta-analyses across SNP arrays more efficiently. The DCEG Reference Set is available from the Database of Genotypes and Phenotypes (dbGaP, accession number phs000396.v1.p1) in several formats along with documentation on how to use the data with the IMPUTE2 and BEAGLE programs. We anticipate generating subsequent data builds that will both expand the number of individuals from diverse populations and add new assay content from the Affymetrix 6.0 and Axiom arrays, the Illumina Omni5 array and other future commercial genotyping products.
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